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Air-borne genotype by genotype indirect genetic effects are
substantial in the filamentous fungus Aspergillus nidulans
NO Rode2, P Soroye, R Kassen and HD Rundle

Genotype by genotype indirect genetic effects (G ×G IGEs) occur when the phenotype of an individual is influenced by an
interaction between its own genotype and those of neighbour individuals. Little is known regarding the relative importance of
G×G IGEs compared with other forms of direct and indirect genetic effects. We quantified the relative importance of IGEs in the
filamentous fungus Aspergillus nidulans, a species in which IGEs are likely to be important as air-borne social interactions are
known to affect growth. We used a collection of distantly related wild isolates, lab strains and a set of closely related mutation
accumulation lines to estimate the contribution of direct and indirect genetic effects on mycelium growth rate, a key fitness
component. We found that indirect genetic effects were dominated by G×G IGEs that occurred primarily between a focal
genotype and its immediate neighbour within a vertical stack, and these accounted for 11% of phenotypic variation. These
results indicate that G×G IGEs may be substantial, at least in some systems, and that the evolutionary importance of these
interactions may be underappreciated, especially in microbes. We advocate for a wider use of the IGE framework in both applied
(for example, choice of varietal mixtures in plant breeding) and evolutionary genetics (kin selection/kin competition studies).
Heredity (2017) 119, 1–7; doi:10.1038/hdy.2017.9; published online 15 March 2017

INTRODUCTION

In the standard model of quantitative genetics, direct genetic effects
(DGEs) represent the contribution of an individual’s genes to its
phenotype (Fisher, 1918; Lynch and Walsh, 1998), the expression of
which is influenced to varying degrees by sources of environmental
variance that can include macro- and/or micro-environmental differ-
ences in abiotic conditions. However, biotic effects arising from the
social environment, including interactions between individuals such as
competition, dominance hierarchies or maternal effects, can also
contribute to the phenotype of a focal individual. These biotic effects
are considered environmental because they are experienced, but not
inherited, by the focal individual. The impact on the phenotype of a
focal individual attributed to genes in individuals comprising its social
environment is known as an indirect genetic effect (IGE, Moore et al.,
1997) or associate effect (Griffing, 1967). Because it is individuals in
the social environment that generate IGEs, phenotypic evolution can
depend upon the composition of the social group. Although the
theoretical importance of IGEs on trait evolution has been recognized
for some time (see, for example, Moore et al., 1997; Bijma and Wade,
2008), empirical estimates of the nature, magnitude and determining
factors of IGEs remain sparse.
To understand the importance of IGEs in governing the outcome of

selection, it helps to articulate more precisely how the different sources
of genetic effects contribute to phenotypic variance. Both DGEs and
IGEs can be partitioned into terms associated with additive and
interaction effects. DGEs of an individual’s genes can be decomposed
into breeding value and interaction effects. The breeding value is the
sum of additive genetic effects at different loci, whereas interaction

effects represent the contribution of nonadditive genetic effects either
among loci (epistasis) or between alleles at the same locus (dominance
in diploid organisms). Additive DGEs can be estimated whenever
pedigree or kinship relationships are available, whereas ‘genotypic’
DGEs (where the genotypic value is the sum of additive, epistatic and
dominance effects) are typically estimated when only clones or inbred
lines are available. IGEs of an individual’s genes can be decomposed
into a ‘social breeding value’ and interaction effects. The ‘social
breeding value’ of an individual can be defined as the sum of its
additive genetic effects on the phenotype of every other individual in
the population (potentially including individuals with the same
genotype), whereas interaction effects represent the contribution of
nonadditive genetic effects either among loci (epistasis) or between
alleles at the same locus (dominance in diploid organisms) on the
phenotype of every genotype in a population. Similar to DGEs,
additive IGEs are the most commonly investigated component of
IGEs when pedigree or kinship relationships are available, whereas
‘genotypic’ IGEs (that is, the sum of additive, epistatic and dominance
effects) are most commonly investigated when clones or inbred lines
are available. We will use the generic term ‘main IGEs’ to refer to
either additive IGEs or genotypic IGEs as they affect the phenotype of
every other individual similarly, independently of their genotype. In
contrast, genotype× genotype IGEs (G×G IGEs, Wolf, 2000) repre-
sent another type of IGE whereby the effect of a genotype on another
individual’s phenotype depends on an interaction between the
genotypes of the focal and the interacting individuals. Importantly,
G×G IGEs are often nonreciprocal, and hence the effect of genotype
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A on the phenotype of genotype B differs from the effect of genotype B
on the phenotype of genotype A.
The evolution of any fitness-related traits affected by IGEs will

depend on the composition of the population (Bijma and Wade,
2008). As the composition of the population is likely to change as a
result of selection, the presence of IGEs is expected to make the fitness
landscape more rugged and temporally dynamic (especially in the
presence of G×G IGEs, Wolf, 2000). Hence, IGEs can change the rate,
magnitude and even direction of evolutionary change (Bijma and
Wade, 2008). This has at least two important consequences. First,
natural selection on a trait with a negative covariance between DGEs
and main IGEs can result in a negative net selective response. Such a
response can be observed in plant breeding, where selection for
increased yield may result in more intense competition and a
decreased yield in subsequent generations (Griffing, 1967). Second,
our ability to predict the value of fitness-related traits, and ultimately
the outcome of competitive interactions, depends crucially on the
relative contribution of DGEs and main IGEs (that result in transitive
fitnesses) versus G×G IGEs (that result in nontransitive fitnesses). To
see this more clearly, imagine a series of pairwise competitions
between n genotypes with fitness as the phenotype of interest. Main
IGEs mean that fitness is transitive (that is, if A beats B and B beats C,
we can predict that A beats C), whereas G×G IGEs mean that
fitnesses may be nontransitive (that is, where A beats B and B beats C,
but A does not beat C). Knowledge of such interactions can be
especially important in plant breeding when one seeks to identify the
combination of varieties that result in the highest yield (Kiær et al.,
2009), and in evolutionary ecology, where the aim is to understand the
evolution of sexual conflicts (see, for example, Miller and Pitnick,
2002), maternal effects (see, for example, Linksvayer, 2006) or
cooperative behaviours (see, for example, Linksvayer, 2007; Buttery
et al., 2010).
Although the occurrence of both main and G×G IGEs is not itself

controversial, good empirical data on the relative contributions to
phenotypic variance of DGE, main IGEs and G×G IGEs are lacking. A
quantitative genetic framework is particularly useful for estimating
IGEs because it allows us to characterize the genetic basis of social

effects, even when the trait mediating the interaction is not known.
These models belong to the wider class of quantitative genetic models
used to study different forms of genotype by environment interactions
(Via, 1993; Figure 1). However, few studies have quantified both main
and G ´ G IGEs and those that have done so used a limited number
of genotypes (usually no10) and therefore lack sufficient power to
estimate these variance components.
Here we investigate the relative contribution of direct and indirect

genetic effects, including G×G IGEs, for a fitness-related trait in a
collection of strains of the filamentous fungus, Aspergillus nidulans. We
use a panel of 41 strains spanning the range of genotypic variation and
interactions found in nature (that is, contrasting highly related
mutation accumulation lines differing by only one or a few sponta-
neous mutations, as well as more distantly related wild isolates). The
large number of strains in our study markedly improves statistical
power for estimating the proportion of phenotypic variance accounted
for by main and G×G IGEs. We measure variation in mycelium
growth rate (MGR), a trait known to be an important fitness
component in both natural and laboratory populations of A. nidulans
(Pringle and Taylor, 2002) and that positively correlates with other
important traits such as spore production in laboratory strains
(Schoustra et al., 2009). Previous work in this species indicates that
MGR is sensitive to volatile compounds produced by neighbouring
colonies and that the reaction to these compounds is genetically
determined (Herrero-Garcia et al., 2011; see Ugalde and Rodriguez-
Urra, 2014 for a recent review), suggesting that these compounds
could represent a proximate cause of IGEs. The precise mechanism
behind these neighbour effects on MGR is of secondary concern,
however, as our focus is on the relative impact that neighbours have
on MGR. More specifically, we aim to quantify the nature and relative
importance of G×G interactions on MGR. Our results indicate that
IGEs on fungal growth rate are dominated by G×G interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains, media and culture conditions
We used a panel of 41 strains comprising 21 wild isolates from Great Britain, 17
mutation accumulation lines and three lab strains used in previous experiments

Figure 1 Graphical representation of the four different models tested, with contrasting relative importance of direct genetic effects (DGEs), main and G×G
indirect genetic effects (IGEs). Reaction norms are shown for five focal genotypes grown in two different social environments consisting of neighbour
genotype A or B. Lines connect genotypic means in each environment. Main IGEs result in parallel reaction norms to the social environments, whereas G×G
IGEs result in nonparallel reaction norms to the social environments. The variance in DGEs, s2D , is estimated as the average deviation between the overall
mean and the mean of each genotype (computed across all social environments). The variance in main IGEs, s2N , is estimated as the average deviation
between the overall mean and the mean of each social environment (computed across all neighbour genotypes). The variance in G×G IGEs, s2I , is estimated
as the average deviation between the mean of each genotype in a given social environment and the mean of this social environment (computed across all
neighbour genotypes), after accounting for genotype’s mean (computed across all social environments).
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(Supplementary Table S1 gives information on these strains). Our culture
conditions followed standard protocols for this species (Schoustra et al., 2009).
In brief, we produced spore solutions using Complete Medium (CM, set at pH
5.8 and consisting of NaNO3 6.0 g l− 1; KH2PO4 1.5 g l− 1; MgSO4.7H2O
0.5 g l− 1; NaCl 0.5 g l− 1; 0.1 ml of a saturated trace element solution contain-
ing FeSO4, ZnSO4, MnCl2 and CuSO4; tryptone 10 g l

− 1; yeast extract 5 g l− 1;
agar 10 g l− 1 and, added after autoclaving, glucose 4 g l− 1). We used crossing
Minimal Medium (crMM) supplemented with nitrate for the growth assay
(crMM recipe identical to CM except for the absence of tryptone and yeast
extract, an increased concentration of glucose to 20 g l− 1 and agar to 30 g l− 1

and a decreased concentration of NaNO3 to 3 g l− 1). Such high concentration
of agar allows taking fixed area samples using a cork borer and potentially
studying traits related to sexual reproduction (for example, cleistothecia density,
Kawasaki et al., 2002). Spore suspensions for each strain were prepared by
scraping the surface of 3-day-old CM Petri plates (9.5 cm) and washing with
5 ml of a soap solution (distilled water containing NaCl 0.8% and Tween-80
0.0005%). The number of colony-forming units (CFUs) was estimated via serial
dilutions and plate counts on CM medium supplemented with Triton X-100
(40 μl l− 1). The addition of Triton ensures that fungal colonies remain small,
facilitating accurate counting. The spore suspension of each strain was diluted
to a final concentration of 107 CFUs per ml.

Experimental design
To facilitate growth rate phenotyping, we focussed on IGEs that occurred
between genotypes growing on different plates (that is, 1.5 cm height× 10 cm
diameter Petri dishes) physically stacked directly on top of one another. We
used a carefully controlled design with 8 replicates for each genotype (16 for
JC257), resulting in a total of 336 plates. Plates inoculated with the same strain
were randomized in 16 different stacks of 21 plates. With the exception of
JC257, no strain was included more than once in a given stack. Although this
design prevents a formal test for the presence of genotype by environment
interactions (see Discussion), it allows us to directly sum IGE variances of
different neighbour genotypes within a stack, thereby greatly simplifying the
calculation of IGE variances.
We point inoculated the centre of each crMM plate with approximately the

same number of spores using a single 5 μl drop of the 107 CFUs per ml spore
suspension. To minimize the effect of condensation, plates were placed upside
down within each stack that sometimes resulted in the agar falling onto the lid
during the experiment (see statistical analyses below). The occurrence of fallen
agar was randomly distributed across genotypes and had no effect on IGEs as
the fungus grew through the agar to the opposite side of the point inoculation
and then grew normally on the new upper surface of the agar (see Results).
Plates were kept in the dark at 37 °C in a large walk-in incubator. Plates were
closed but not sealed so that potential air-borne interactions could occur
through the airspace below the lid of each plate. We maximized the distance
between the different stacks (the minimum distance between two stacks was
60 cm), so that IGEs would be much more likely to occur between genotypes
growing on adjacent plates within a stack. After 5 days, all the plates were
transferred to a 4 °C refrigerator to prevent further growth. For each plate,
colony diameter was measured in two perpendicular directions and the average
of these two measurements was used for the analyses.

Relative importance of main and G×G IGEs
We expect that main IGEs result in parallel reaction norms to the social
environments, whereas G×G IGEs result in nonparallel reaction norms to the
social environments (Figure 1). We partitioned the phenotypic variance into
genetic and environmental components using the ASReml-R package in R
(asreml 3.0, VSN International, Hemel Hempstead, UK, Gilmour et al., 2009; R
3.2.0, http://www.r-project.org/, R Development Core Team, 2013). We
constructed four different models with contrasting relative importance of
DGEs, main IGEs and G×G IGEs (Figures 1 and 2). For the most complex
(that is, full) model, we used the following linear mixed model:

z ¼ Xbþ Zdud þ Znun þ Ziui þ Zsus þ e ð1Þ
where z is a vector of individual growth rate observations, b is a vector of

fixed effects, ud is a vector of random DGEs, un is a vector of random main
IGEs, ui is a vector of random G×G IGEs, us is a vector of random stack

effects, ε is a vector of random errors and X, Zd, Zn, Zi and Zs are incidence
matrices relating the observations to the fixed and random effects, respectively
(additional details on modelling these genetic effects can be found in
Supplementary Methods S1 and Figure S1, and the respective dimensions of
ud, un and ui are provided in Supplementary Table S2). Fixed effects in b
comprised the overall mean and two variables that accounted for the fallen agar
in 22% of the plates. The first controlled for the agar status of the focal plates
(factor with two levels: fallen vs not) and the second controlled for the agar
status of the plates immediately above and below the focal genotype
(continuous variable for the agar fallen in 0, 1 or 2 adjacent plates). The
random DGEs and main IGEs in ud and un were assumed to follow a
multivariate normal distribution with zero mean vector and variance–covar-
iance matrix:

V
ud
un

� �
¼ s2d sdn

sdn s2n

� �
#I41

where I41 represents the identity matrix of dimension equal to the number of
genotypes, ⊗ represents the Kronecker product, s2d and s2n are the variances of
DGEs and main IGEs respectively and σdn is the covariance between the
mycelium growth of a focal genotype and its main effect as a neighbour (if
σdno0, faster growing genotypes inhibit the growth of their neighbours and if
σdn40, faster growing genotypes stimulate the growth of their neighbours). The
significance of this genetic covariance was tested by including models where it
was set to zero. Stack effects account for environmental variation due to
different stack positions within the incubator. Random G×G IGEs in ui and
stack effects in us were each assumed to be independently and normally
distributed with a mean of zero and variance of s2i and s2s respectively
(V[ui]=s2i Ini and V us½ � ¼ s2s I21, Supplementary Table S2). In addition to the
full model (equation (1)), we also fit the following three reduced models:

z ¼ Xbþ Zdud þ Znun þ Zsus þ e main IGE modelð Þ

z ¼ Xbþ Zdud þ Ziui þ Zsus þ e G ´G IGE modelð Þ

z ¼ Xbþ Zdud þ Zsus þ e No IGE modelð Þ
To test the distance over which interactions occurred, we compared a model

in which the intensity of IGEs decreased with the inverse of the distance
between the plates of neighbour and focal genotypes to a model where IGEs
only occurs with genotypes one plate away from the focal genotype
(Supplementary Methods S1 and Figure S1). For models with no genetic
covariance between DGEs and main IGEs, we also tested for directionality of
IGEs (that is, difference in IGEs for a given genotype placed above or below a
focal plate) by comparing models where IGEs were similar or different for a

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the colony diameter of a genotype
growing on a focal plate. We used 16 different stacks of 21 plates in the
experiment. See text for details regarding estimations of direct and indirect
genetic effects.
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given genotype placed above or below the focal plate (V[ui]=s2I InI above and
V ui½ � ¼ s2I InI below, Supplementary Methods S1 and Supplementary Table S2).
We also compared models with and without random stack effects. For the
random errors ε, the general form of the variance-covariance matrix was:

Var e½ � ¼ s2cor Sc#Srð Þ þ s2uncorIn ð2Þ
where s2cor and s2uncor respectively correspond to spatially correlated and

spatially uncorrelated environment variances, Σc and Σr represent first-order
autocorrelation matrices in the column and row directions respectively (that is,
autoregressive models of order one (AR1 models), see Gilmour et al., 2009;
Costa e Silva et al., 2013) and where In is the identity matrix of dimension equal
to the number of observations in the data set. In addition to the usual variance
in measurement error (s2uncor here), this model accounts for microenviron-
mental effects within a stack by modelling the shared microenvironment of
adjacent plates. Briefly, the correlation between the residuals εp and εp+d of two
individuals at positions p and p+d within the same stack is modelled as
cor εp; εpþd

� � ¼ r dj j. Hence, the further away two individuals are, the lower the
correlations between their residuals. We also tested for these spatially correlated
and uncorrelated variances by fitting models with only one of these two
variance components.
To investigate IGEs occurring between plates up to three positions apart, we

discarded data from plates missing neighbour genotypes (that is, when plates
were too close to the top or the bottom of the stack), resulting in a data set that
included 240 plates (Supplementary Table S3). Both main and G×G IGEs were
accurately estimated in our final model: main IGEs were estimated using 41
levels (all genotypes corresponding to these 41 neighbours were replicated at
least twice in the data set, Supplementary Table S2) and G×G IGEs were
estimated using 417 levels (53 pairs of the 417 pairs were replicated at least
twice in the data set, Supplementary Table S2). Importantly, interactions
between neighbour genotypes were fitted independently so that G×G IGEs
were not assumed to be reciprocal (Supplementary Methods S1). The results
were qualitatively similar when modelling IGEs using two larger data sets that
included plates that were one and two positions apart, or only one position
apart (number of plates= 272 and 304 respectively, Supplementary Tables S4
and S5). Model selection was based on the corrected AICc (Burnham and
Anderson, 2002). Models with AICc differences less than two compared with
the model with lowest AICc (ΔAICco2) were considered as strongly supported
by the data, except when they differed from the latter by only one parameter
and had essentially the same log-likelihood (Burnham and Anderson, 2002).
Fixed effects were also tested using incremental Wald F-tests with a 5%
significance level (Gilmour et al., 2009). Based on the estimates from the model
with lowest AICc, we estimated the proportion of phenotypic variance
explained by DGEs (broad sense heritability) and IGEs, and computed their
standard errors, using the delta method (Lynch and Walsh, 1998). We included
spatially correlated environmental variation in this computation, as we were
interested in the proportion of the total phenotypic variance explained and not
just genetic and spatially uncorrelated environmental variation. We discuss the
relationship between biological IGEs and their statistical interpretation in
Supplementary Methods S2. In particular, we show that whenever G×G IGEs
depend linearly on the difference in DGEs between focal and neighbour strains,
they appear statistically as main IGEs (see Supplementary Methods S2 for
details). Finally, we performed simulation-based retrospective power analyses to
determine our power to detect G×G IGEs between individual more than one
plate apart, s2N (variance of main IGEs), and σDN (covariance between the
growth of a focal genotype and its main IGE, Supplementary Methods S3).

RESULTS

Relative importance of main and G×G IGEs
Results from AICc model selection and Wald F-tests on fixed effects
are reported in Supplementary Table S3. Estimates from the model
with lowest AICc are reported in Supplementary Table S6. The
proportion of phenotypic variance in growth explained by among-
strain variation in DGE (that is, broad sense heritability) was 81.8%
(95% confidence interval (95% CI)= 73.9–89.6%). We found strong
evidence for G×G IGEs occurring between plates (ΔAIC= 20.3 for
the no IGE model). This indicates that the growth rate of a focal strain

depended on an interaction between its genotype and the genotype of
each neighbour strain growing one plate above or below it. Overall,
these G×G IGEs accounted for 11.4% (95% CI= 6.3–16.6%) of total
phenotypic variation.
Models including G×G IGEs with strains more than one plate away

from the focal plate had lower support (ΔAIC42), suggesting that the
interaction between a focal strain and its neighbours occurred over a
short spatial scale and became negligible for distances larger than one
plate. This conclusion was supported by our power analyses that
showed that we were able to detect interactions with genotypes more
than one plate away in 97% of our simulations (Supplementary
Figure S3). Interestingly, G×G IGEs were largely nondirectional
(ΔAIC= 4.0 for a model fitting different G×G IGEs with strains on
plates above vs below the focal plate), indicating that a given
neighbour strain had the same effect when placed above or below
the same focal genotype.
In contrast to G×G IGEs, we did not find strong evidence of main

IGEs. The model that included them had low support (ΔAICc= 2.1
compared with the best model) and indicates that main IGEs only
explained a small portion of total phenotypic variation (0.7%; 95%
CI= 0.0–2.2%). Because of the lack of variation in main IGEs, the
model including a covariance between them and DGEs converged with
difficulty and also had low support (ΔAICc= 4.3). Our power analyses
confirmed that we could detect main IGEs with genotypes one plate
away from the focal genotype (when they accounted for more than
∼ 7% of total phenotypic variance, Supplementary Figure S4), and a
correlation between DGEs and main IGEs (for genetic correlations
higher than 0.1 and values of s2N accounting for 45% of total
phenotypic variance, Supplementary Figure S5), with at least 80%
power. Hence, we found little evidence for the existence of universal
stimulator or inhibitor strains (that is, that would affect all genotypes
similarly).
We found little support for environmental variation due to stack

positions within the incubator (that is, a random stack effect;
ΔAIC= 2.1 for a model with this effect). Similarly, the existence of
spatially uncorrelated environmental variation (for example, measure-
ment error) had low support (ΔAIC= 2.1 for a model with this effect).
In contrast, most of the remaining phenotypic variation was captured
by the AR1 error structure (6.8%, 95% CI= 1.9–11.7%;
Supplementary Figure S2) with a high autocorrelation coefficient
(ρ= 0.9, 95% CI= 0.8–1.0), indicating that most of the microenvir-
onmental variation was spatially correlated within a stack (for
example, because of different oxygen concentration across positions
within a stack). The fall of agar on the lid of the plate slowed the
growth of a focal colony, as growth through the fallen agar pre-
sumably decreased the measured horizontal growth rate
(w21 ¼ 24:3; P ¼ 8:4 ´ 10�7, Supplementary Table S3). In contrast,
fallen agar in a neighbour did not affect the growth rate of a focal
colony (w21 ¼ 1:0; Po0:31, Supplementary Table S3). As plates
with fallen agar were randomly distributed across genotypes, the
large proportion of G×G IGE observed cannot be explained by
this effect.

DISCUSSION

Relative importance of main and G×G IGEs
Results from empirical studies suggest that both main and G×G IGEs
can account for substantial amounts of phenotypic variation in some
taxa (Wolf et al., 2014). Our results provide little support for the
existence of main IGEs in A. nidulans but strong evidence of G×G
IGEs, the latter accounting for ~ 11% (95% CI= 6.3–16.6%) of
phenotypic variation in mycelium growth rate. Our results also
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suggest that these interactions occur over relatively short distances
(~1 cm), as the support for an interaction between a focal genotype
and its neighbour became negligible for distances larger than one
plate. Although we could not formally test for genotype by environ-
ment interactions (as we did not replicate strains within stacks), pairs
of focal and neighbour genotypes were partially replicated at different
positions across stacks. It therefore seems unlikely that different
replicates of the same pair of focal and neighbour genotypes
experienced the same environment, suggesting that genotype by
environment interactions are unlikely to have inflated our estimate
of the G×G IGE variance. In addition, G×G IGE variances were
similar for replicated and unreplicated pairs, suggesting that potential
genotype by environment interactions in unreplicated pairs are not a
concern (Supplementary Figure S6). Finally, interactions between
strains occurred over short distances (~1 cm), and hence interactions
between stacks (~60 cm) are unlikely. Hence, we are confident that
this large G×G IGE variance between strains within a stack is not a
spurious effect of our experimental design.
Main IGEs can account for a substantial portion of phenotypic

variation for fitness-related traits (Bergsma et al., 2008; Wolf et al.,
2014), and hence our observation that they did not contribute
substantial variance for growth rate is striking, though not without
precedent (see, for example, Alemu et al., 2014; Nielsen et al., 2014).
Our analyses indicate we had sufficient power to detect main IGEs
even with small effects (in the range of 10% of total phenotypic
variance) and, compared with previous studies that found significant
main IGEs, our experimental design had a large number of genotypes
and substantial replication. It is therefore unlikely that the absence
of main IGEs in our study was because of a lack of power. Rather,
we suspect that the apparent absence of main IGEs is a real effect
that reflects large variation in the relative importance of G×G IGEs
across species and/or traits. For example, species with stronger
population structure may exhibit greater G×G IGEs as a result of
kin selection. Heterogeneity may also exist across traits, for example,
with respect to the strength of their association with fitness (for
example, selection will decrease variation in main IGEs faster for
traits more closely related to fitness), although this explanation has
received little attention. Virtually every study that has tested for G×G
IGEs has found them (Wolf et al., 2014), but limited replication in
these studies (that typically used o10 genotypes) prevents a quantita-
tive comparison of main vs G×G IGEs. Evaluating this idea
requires further studies of a range of traits, using a large number of
genotypic combinations and a variety of species with contrasting life
histories. In addition, accurately accounting for spatially correlated
environmental variation can greatly improve IGE estimates. For
example, both the magnitude and precision of our G×G IGE estimate
were reduced in a model that excluded this variation (8.9%; 95%
CI= 0.0–18.7%).

Potential mechanisms for G×G IGEs on growth rate
The IGEs we detected could be due to a modification of local
environmental parameters (for example, humidity or oxygen) and/or
to the production of allelochemicals (that is, volatile organic com-
pounds acting as pheromones, Calvo et al., 1999, 2001). In the past
decade, a number of studies in the Aspergillus genus have shown that
compounds such as oxylipins can be used for long-distance interac-
tions both at the interspecific (for example, in fungus–fungus, Roze
et al., 2007; fungus–plant, Brodhagen et al., 2008; or fungus bacterium
interactions, Spraker et al., 2014) and intraspecific levels (Roze et al.,
2010; Herrero-Garcia et al., 2011; see Ugalde and Rodriguez-Urra,
2014 for a review). Importantly, even if a single compound is involved

in these G×G IGEs on growth rate, the underlying metabolic pathway
could be determined by a large number of loci.
In theory, the amount of signalling molecule emitted by a genotype

could be directly proportional to its phenotypic or genotypic value for
growth rate. This does not seem to be an appropriate explanation for
our results, however, for two reasons. First, the growth rate of a focal
genotype was not affected by the agar falling on the plate of a
neighbour genotype. Second, IGEs that depend on the growth rate of a
genotype would likely translate into main IGEs (see Supplementary
Methods S2) that we did not detect here. Hence, our result suggests
that there is no signal emitted by an individual colony that would
affect every other colony similarly. In particular, the signal emitted by
a colony seems to be independent from its diameter. The molecular
mechanisms controlling the development of A. nidulans are well
understood and could help in determining the proximate mechanisms
responsible for these interactions. Such a study could also shed light
on whether the same loci are involved in signal emission and reception
(that is, to explore the extent of pleiotropy of G×G IGEs on
growth rate).

Contact-independent vs contact-dependent IGEs
Our experiment focussed on contact-independent interactions but
IGEs may also result from direct physical contact when genotypes are
grown together. Allowing physical interactions could affect the relative
importance of main vs G×G IGEs, as well as the correlation between
DGEs and main IGEs (for example, through competition for
resources, Costa e Silva et al., 2013). Using fluorescent markers such
as cell trackers or genetic markers would be a powerful alternative to
perform competition experiments allowing for direct physical inter-
actions (see, for example, Buttery et al., 2010). However, the direct
effect of the marker on the trait of interest (as well as its epistatic effect
with the genetic background of the focal and neighbour strains) would
need to be carefully accounted for. For example, performing the same
competition with different markers might help in estimating main and
G×G IGEs while accounting for marker effects. The increased
number of competitive combinations necessary to separate these
effects might tradeoff with the number of genotypes used for the
competition experiments, and the end result might be a decrease in
the power to estimate main and G×G IGEs. Pool sequencing using
next-generation sequencing technologies could offer a promising
alternative to estimate the proportion of each genotype in competition.
Further studies in microbes and other species will be important to
shed more lights on contact-dependent and contact-independent
interactions that shape main and G×G IGEs.

Use of G×G IGEs in plant breeding
Recent studies have shown that increasing the diversity of cropping
systems could be used to develop a sustainable, low-input agriculture
(see, for example, Litrico and Violle, 2015). Indeed, selecting mixtures
of different plant varieties or species rather than pure stands can
increase plant productivity (Kiær et al., 2009) or improve pest and
disease management, pollination services or soil processes (Hajjar
et al., 2008). By accounting for the interactions between individuals,
the IGE quantitative genetic framework provides a means of selecting
for one or several traits in a mixture of genotypes (or species) and
extends classical selection schemes based on general and specific
combining abilities (Sprague and Tatum, 1942). If different species are
combined, this framework can be used to increase yield within each
species while selecting for positive interactions (or equivalently
selecting against negative interactions) between species. Similarly, if
different inbred lines are combined, G×G IGEs can be used to choose
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the combination of genotypes providing the highest yield. As opposed
to other selection schemes that involve selecting genotypes separately
(see, for example, Litrico and Violle, 2015), a scheme based on main
and G×G IGEs does not require a priori knowledge of the traits
mediating the interaction between genotypes. In addition, as demon-
strated by this study, AR1 models can accurately control for environ-
mental heterogeneity (Gilmour et al., 2009) and improve the efficacy
of artificial selection (Costa e Silva et al., 2013).

G×G IGEs and relatedness
Differences in the phenotype of a focal individual when interacting
with kin or non-kin individuals can represent a G×G IGE. IGE
quantitative genetics represent a powerful framework for dissecting
the effects of relatedness on fitness, as it makes it possible to
simultaneously control for differences in average fitness among
genotypes and in competitive ability among neighbour genotypes
(a common confounding effect in kin selection studies, File et al.,
2012). We are aware of only two studies that investigated the
effect of relatedness on fitness-related traits using an IGE framework
(Alemu et al., 2016; Khaw et al., 2016). The first showed no
differences in genetic interactions between kin and non-kin mink
(Alemu et al., 2016), whereas the second showed differences in genetic
interactions between kin and non-kin tilapia, although genotype by
environment interactions could not be ruled out as an
alternative explanation (Khaw et al., 2016). Both studies have focussed
on the effect of relatedness on trait variance. To our knowledge,
most studies that investigated the effect of relatedness on trait mean
(using either discrete, for example, Masclaux et al., 2010, or
continuous, for example, Stachowicz et al., 2013, measures of
relatedness) did not use the IGE framework. Although our
experimental design would allow us to test for an effect of
relatedness on growth rate, we lacked accurate information
on the genetic distance between our strains. We foresee increasing
use of the IGE framework in kin selection/competition studies in the
future.
In conclusion, we found little support for the existence of main

IGEs and strong support for the existence of substantial G×G IGEs,
accounting for 11% of phenotypic variation in growth rate. Hence, the
importance of air-borne social interactions on fitness-related traits
such as growth rate might have been underappreciated in fungi. We
advocate a wider use of the IGE framework in applied genetics and in
kin selection/competition studies.
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